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Background
+ It’s a rare occasion when a casino opportunity becomes available, especially when it’s related to Native
American gaming which has benefitted from a 18% boost in revenue post COVID quarantine, as per Forbes.
The channels for early-stage casino financing are generally established and rarely seen by outsiders. This
casino is located in Oklahoma, built in August of 2016 and was operating until the contracted management
company mismanaged funds, rendering the casino inoperable, while leaving the tribe with vendor debt. We have
this unique opportunity, due to our strong relationship with the State and Federal Receiver and white-collar fraud
investigation firm, who assisted in the litigation of the management company.

+ The casino facility remains, however, the slot machines, which generally attribute to over 80% of a casino’s
revenue and leased from gaming providers, against a percentage of their generated revenue, have been
removed by the vendors. When the casino was closed, it became in arrears with their gaming providers and
other entities in the amount of $4+ million, which the Receiver was able to reduce to $1 million +/-; in addition, it
provides no benefit to a provider to leave games in a non-operational establishment. The cabling and required
infrastructure remain in the facility.



The Ask
+ Our objective is to raise a minimum of $10 million, ($1mm towards debts + $ 4mm towards improvements +
$5mm towards operations to revive the casino. Any additional funds, above this minimum, will be used towards
increased marketing and expansion, such as additional gaming (e-gaming) and entertainment opportunities.

+ Our target goal is $10 million, which would attribute to roughly one year of its previous revenue, to assist in
player appeal and competitive advantage, when compared to nearby establishments, with an optimum goal of
$10 million. The facility has plethora (~100+ acres) of land to use towards expansion such as shooting range,
horse racing track (Indian Bare back racing) etc.,

+ Our company Big Horse Gaming and Entertainment Inc., will takeover operations of the casino, in exchange for
a multiyear stake in the casino’s operations . Also, we are open to partner with an existing management
company in this deal



Additional Casino
+ The second casino opportunity is only sixteen miles away from the first. This facility, owned by a separate tribe, is
located closer to a larger city and as a result, has historical earnings of around $13mm per annum.

+ If we are to include this casino, our minimum capital goal is $10mm additional, with an optimized of $20mm, bringing
the combined optimized total of both casinos to $30mm ($10mm + $20mm). Any additional funds raised over this
amount will be placed towards making these casinos destination spots, versus strictly gaming focused, which will
significantly increase revenue.

+ The ability to have both facilities under management will allow us to share resources to reduce overhead and increase
player crossover to generate greater revenue.

For Initial investors (in the raising of $ 10,000,000) we have multiple options which can be detailed over a call

ROI



Management Team
+ Frank Anthony - began in online gaming and eventually migrated into brick-n-mortar casinos in 2005, when Oklahoma
gaming became legalized for tribal nations. He has designed industry leading software, established management and
turned around the first casino in the state, in addition to gaming software designs in Japan. Frank is a graduate of Xavier
University in addition to completing the esteemed General Electric IMLP (Information Management Leadership Program).

+ Louisa Brown - A member of the Comanche Nation, Louisa works closely with the Native Nations of North America to
promote business and advancements within the Native American community, Limited distribution only For any questions
on further distribution, please contact your representative from Big Horse Gaming including, but not limited to sitting on
numerous tribal based boards and organizations. Louisa is the CEO of Natuv Inc., a government technology and
contracting company, as well as obtaining her Masters of Legal Studies in Indigenous Law from the University of
Oklahoma’s School of Law.

+ Ricky Brava - Ricky has served as partner and co-founder at a number of successful business ventures including, but
not limited to Apollo Financial Group, Mortgage Float, Texas Oil & Gas Management, and Fresh Cats Productions. He
specializes in capital acquisitions and marketing, including executive producer on a number of featured films, including
Wish Man, an Oscar Shortlisted motion picture, which was shown in both theaters and Netflix, based on the life of the
founder and creation of the Make A Wish Foundation. Ricky is well versed in the entertainment industry.

+ Krish Venkata - A background in mergers and integrations, backed by a deep understanding of IT, Business and
financial drivers across industries, Krish has worked for Fortune 500 companies including General Electric, Agilent
Technologies, and UnitedHealth Group, to name a few. He specializes in the areas of business assessment, post merger
integration and business process engineering/re-engineering.


